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Internet of Things-enabled Hospital Wards – Ultra Wideband Doctor-Patient Radio Channels

Philip A. Catherwood and James McLaughlin

Abstract—As Ultra Wideband technology re-emerges as a high-data rate solution for the Internet of Things, we consider the application of the technology to medical environments. We present supporting empirical and statistical modelling investigations into body-to-body Ultra wideband Internet of Things links for a bed-bound patient and a roaming clinician conducting routine medical rounds. Of interest is the statistical parameters that indicate link reliability as well as inter-symbol interference probability for a patient in two most likely postures combined with two likely locations of radio antenna for the roaming clinician (antennas in a handheld tablet and on the clinician’s waist) to create deployment data for futuristic Internet of Things-enabled hospital environments. The RSSI, mean excess delay and the RMS delay spread results indicate that the use of UWB as an enabling IoT technology in such environments would be generally robust for patients in varying postures, as well as nodes positioned either on the clinician or realized in handheld formats. The spread of received power is best mathematically modelled by the Lognormal distribution for each combination of patient position and clinician antenna location. Both the \( t_{\text{mean}} \) and the \( t_{\text{rms}} \) for each combination can be generally best modelled by the Weibull distribution.

Index Terms— Body-to-body, Hospital, Internet of Things, Propagation, Wearable, Ultrawideband.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrawideband (UWB) at one time seemed to have lost its momentum and promise of impact after multiple attempts to agree on standardization ended in deadlock between warring commercial factions [1], however it has been recently rejuvenated through new applications for the Internet of Things [2, 3]. Ongoing UWB IoT antenna development research work is evident within the UWB community [4]. The original UWB standardization focused around the IEEE 802.15.3a standard, however the new class of UWB applicable to Internet of Things is aligned with the IEEE 802.15.4a standard which includes the addition of a new PHY layer [2]. Advances in hospital monitors have produced self-contained portable devices that implement wireless data transfer, diagnostic algorithms [5] as well as manifold benefits over the bedside machines they are replacing [6]. As novel supporting technologies emerge however there are new opportunities to accomplish advances which until recently were unattainable. This is guided by [7] who advocate “Clinically led improvement, enabled by new technology”.

Correct implementation of health service digital technology could result in £10 billion efficiency savings in England by 2020 [8]. Additionally, IoT is set to have a disruptive impact across industry and society, with [9] forecasting 25 billion IoT connected devices by 2020. Key drivers of our work include the global ageing population [10], an increase in chronic conditions [11], current international health economics, the emergence of advanced enabling technologies, and increasing need for earlier diagnosis and predictive analysis [12]. Emerging IoT solutions will offer autonomous low-power data transfer and control which supports the trend towards increasing implementation of technology to reduce distractions and workload on doctors, nurses, and support staff [13, 14]. Future hospital solutions are likely to follow commercial partners of adopting ubiquitous computing strategies to deliver intelligent diagnostics [15].

An amount of body-to-body work has been presented in literature including static frequency domain measurements conducted in an anechoic chamber [16], laboratory/office and corridor [17], investigations into receive power levels at disaster sites [18], in a laboratory at 2.45 GHz [19], in a University at 3.8 GHz [20], etc., none of which are suitably applicable to hospital environments which have unique properties. We present futuristic Internet of Medical links between a patient and a roaming clinician while conducting ward rounds in contemporary hospital environments. It examines patient posture effects on the UWB link as well as clinician radio location strategies. To date there is no suitably identical work in the literature and the presented results help to scientifically quantify the radio environment into which medical IoT devices may be deployed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

A. Measurement System

The UWB system had the transmitter on the patient and the receiver on the mobile clinician. The transmitter was a battery-powered UWB PulsON 210 source with an UWB Fractus chip antenna connected (EB-UM-FR05-S1-P-0-107). This transmit antenna, which was worn on the waist of a roaming clinician for one test and embedded into a handheld tablet device for another, was a vertically-polarized antenna with an omni-directional radiation pattern and an average gain of 1.55 dBi. The antenna PCB measured 20.0 x 36.5 x 1.6 mm with the fractal chip antenna measuring 10 x 10 x 0.8 mm. This antenna had a return loss of typically ~11 dB, VSWR of 1.45:1, and boresight gain in the region of 3.5 dBi for an isolated antenna.
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The receiver was a corresponding UWB PulsON 210 radio with a PulsON UWB antenna. This receive antenna (which was worn on the chest by the patient) was a vertically-polarized electrically small UWB bottom-fed planar elliptical dipole [21]. Return loss was typically $-15$ dB, VSWR of about 1.5:1, and boresight gain was in the region of 2 dBi for an isolated antenna. The planar elliptical dipole element is $0.14\lambda$ at its lowest frequency of operation [22]. The antennas were (factory) optimized for use with UWB impulses operating in the 3 GHz to 6 GHz and incorporate a balun transformer to improve matching and reduce unwanted cable currents [23]. The balun transformer (at the base of the antenna) facilitates the connection between the balanced dipole structure and the unbalanced coaxial cable [23]; this helps to avoid spurious distorting currents on the cable’s sheath. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 present the transmit and receive antenna wideband azimuthal radiation patterns (3 - 6 GHz) for an isolated case and also mounted upon the area of the body used for the specific tests, highlighting the effort of using the antenna as a body-centric wearable has on its performance. The spectral response from 3 GHz to 6 GHz for transmit and receive antennas is presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively with values annotated for 3, 4, 5, and 6 GHz. They depict the $S_{11}$ values across the operating range as well as the effects of mounting the antenna onto various body positions.

![Fig. 1. Transmit antenna wideband azimuthal radiation pattern.](image1)
(a) Isolated antenna (b) Waist-worn antenna (c) Handheld device

![Fig. 2. Receive antenna wideband azimuthal radiation pattern.](image2)
(a) Isolated antenna (b) Chest-mounted antenna

![Fig. 3. Transmit antenna spectral response ($S_{11}$) for 3-6 GHz.](image3)
(a) Isolated antenna (b) Waist-worn antenna (c) Handheld device

![Fig. 4. Receive antenna spectral response ($S_{11}$) for 3-6 GHz.](image4)
(a) Isolated antenna (b) Chest-mounted antenna
A fast-processing laptop recorded the incoming channel impulse response (CIR) data at a rate of 100 samples per second which meets the Nyquist criterion for a 6 GHz node moving at 0.5 ms\(^{-1}\) (the Doppler frequency for such a mobile transmitter is 10 Hz). Each scan was post-processed by deconvolving the received CIR from a reference measurement made at 3.2m Tx-Rx separation in the anechoic chamber using a frequency domain technique to leave only the impulse response transfer function of the radio channel [24], and then transformed into a power delay profile (PDP).

All measurements were made in the time domain which has the advantage over frequency domain measurements [25] in that dynamic measurements for a moving radio can be made. The operational bandwidth of the FCC compliant UWB radio system was between 3.1 – 6 GHz with center frequency of 4.7 GHz and a launch power of –12 dBm. As the signal received can vary considerably at various locations within the environment [26] and causes data rate-limiting inter-symbol interference [27], we thus consider three parameters that suitably allow a statistical analysis of the IoT UWB hospital channel; received power levels (RSSI), mean excess delay (\(t_{\text{mean}}\)) and RMS delay spread (\(t_{\text{RMS}}\)) [28]. Mean excess delay is the first central moment of the power delay profile (PDP) which is derived from the CIR [29], expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
 t_{\text{mean}} & = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} t_i P(t_i)}{\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} P(t_i)} \tag{1}
\end{align*}
\]

The RMS delay spread is the square root of the second central element of the PDP which presents a measure of PDP temporal spread about the mean excess delay.

\[
\begin{align*}
 t_{\text{RMS}} & = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{m} (t_i - t_{\text{mean}})^2 P(t_i)}{\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} P(t_i)}} \tag{2}
\end{align*}
\]

### B. Measurement Environment and Procedure

The measurement environment was a 61 m\(^2\) hospital ward (Fig. 5) with 6 medical beds, privacy curtains, medication preparation area, etc. and had double-glazed PVC-framed windows along one length. The building, of late 1990’s construction, was steel framed with double medium density concrete-block cavity external walls, single brick internal walls and concrete floors. A suspended ceiling supported luminaries at 2.6 m above floor level.

The patient subject was an adult male of mass 83 kg, height 1.78 m. The clinician was an adult male of mass 70 kg and height 1.70 m. The roaming clinician carried the UWB IoT radio transmitter in 2 specific locations; firstly in a handheld portable tablet-style device used for capturing notes to the Electronic Health Record (EHR) in the cubital fossa (internal elbow bend), and secondly on the belt area such as is standard practice for pagers and a popular position for medical-use smartphones. The receiver was positioned on the patient’s sternum and secured using elasticated strap to eliminate antenna-body separation [30]. Two patient postures were determined to consider the 2 main bed positions; sitting up in bed and lying down in the bed. Such a change in position changes the antenna orientation as well as the physical geometry of the human body to which the IoT radio is attached. The patient lay/sat in the bed during testing while the clinician walked around the hospital ward as if on routine medical rounds (clockwise from the bottom left-hand bed) at a walking speed of 0.5 ms\(^{-1}\).

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean values attained for received power, mean excess delay (\(t_{\text{mean}}\)) and RMS delay spread (\(t_{\text{RMS}}\)) are presented in Table I for each of the specified arrangements. Results indicate that the best RSSI values, the lowest \(t_{\text{mean}}\) and smallest \(t_{\text{RMS}}\) values are seen for a waist-mounted clinician node and a reclining patient. LOS average over all arrangements is -68.6dBm while NLOS average over all arrangements is -71.9dBm. This is a seemingly small difference (3.3dBm in average power) although minimum received values for LOS and NLOS show a greater difference indicating a greater chance of deep fades in signal; this was particularly evident in waist-worn scenarios.

To best understand the distribution of the received power, \(t_{\text{mean}}\) and \(t_{\text{RMS}}\) in an IoT-enabled hospital ward we can present the results as cumulative density functions (CDF) and furthermore mathematically model the distributions to allow comparison with other results as well as produce a generic mathematical model for similar hospital wards.

#### A. Cumulative Density Functions (CDF)

The results were transformed into a CDF using bins assigned according to the Freedman-Diaconis rule and for each scenario the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of each UWB parameter were calculated for popular statistical distributions and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) used to select the closest fitting distribution, as per [31].

![Fig. 5. Internet of Things hospital ward layout](image-url)
### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Received power</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Lying</td>
<td>-68.41 dBm</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>µ = 3.05</td>
<td>σ = 0.18</td>
<td>µ = 0.01</td>
<td>σ = 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Sitting</td>
<td>-70.49 dBm</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>µ = 2.89</td>
<td>σ = 0.33</td>
<td>µ = 0.02</td>
<td>σ = 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Lying</td>
<td>-71.09 dBm</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>µ = 2.91</td>
<td>σ = 0.23</td>
<td>µ = 0.03</td>
<td>σ = 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Sitting</td>
<td>-70.35 dBm</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>µ = 2.93</td>
<td>σ = 0.29</td>
<td>µ = 0.03</td>
<td>σ = 0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean delay</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Lying</td>
<td>26.16 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.66e-08</td>
<td>b=32.85</td>
<td>a=6.85e-11</td>
<td>b=2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Sitting</td>
<td>26.72 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.72e-08</td>
<td>b=32.46</td>
<td>a=7.32e-11</td>
<td>b=2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Lying</td>
<td>26.84 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.75e-08</td>
<td>b=22.51</td>
<td>a=1.16e-10</td>
<td>b=1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Sitting</td>
<td>27.11 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.77e-08</td>
<td>b=26.46</td>
<td>a=9.09e-11</td>
<td>b=1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMS delay</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Lying</td>
<td>28.89 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.93e-08</td>
<td>b=34.58</td>
<td>a=7.22e-11</td>
<td>b=2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waistworn-Sitting</td>
<td>29.58 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=2.99e-08</td>
<td>b=39.06</td>
<td>a=6.75e-11</td>
<td>b=2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Lying</td>
<td>29.41 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=3.01e-08</td>
<td>b=25.11</td>
<td>a=1.14e-10</td>
<td>b=1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handheld-Sitting</td>
<td>29.78 ns</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>a=3.04e-08</td>
<td>b=30.81</td>
<td>a=8.59e-11</td>
<td>b=2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. CDF for RSSI. (a). Waist-mounted vs. handheld clinician node for a reclining patient, (b). Waist-mounted vs. handheld clinician node for a seated patient, (c). Patient lying vs. patient sitting for a waist-mounted clinician node, (d). Patient lying vs. patient sitting for a handheld clinician node.
1) RSSI

It is inappropriate to calculate system performance by averaging the fading data due to path loss [32], for this reason a moving average window is required to remove the path loss effects (de-mean the signal). Received power values suffer from fast fading and slow fading and demeaning eliminates the local mean to prevent the local statistics from affecting the correlation of high frequency variations as the local mean contributes to the slow fading variations. The window size used for averaging should be between 2 - 64 wavelengths. For these experiments the window size used was 7.5 λ at the center frequency, which translates into a window size of 100 data points for the 1000 scans; this confirms to the recommendations stipulated by [33]. The demeaned RSSI values are presented in Fig. 6 as CDFs and are arranged to effectively compare the waist-mounted clinician node with the handheld clinician node when the patient is lying down (Fig. 6(a)); waist-mounted clinician node with the handheld clinician node when the patient is sitting up (Fig. 6(b)); the patient lying down with the patient sitting up for a waist-mounted clinician node (Fig. 6(c)); and the patient lying down with the patient sitting up for a handheld clinician node (Fig. 6(d)).

Fig. 6(a) shows that the waist-mounted clinician node had a higher RSSI than handheld clinician node for a reclining patient, while Fig. 6(b) reveals for the seated posture the waist-mounted clinician node had a similar CDF profile to a handheld clinician node, with slightly more favorable handheld RSSI levels at the lower end of the received power values. Fig. 6(c) outlines that the patient lying down had a higher RSSI than the patient sitting up for a waist-mounted clinician node, and Fig. 6(d) presents the patient lying down as having a similar CDF profile to that of the patient sitting up for a handheld node, again with slightly more favorable sitting RSSI levels at the lower end of the received power values.

Overall, there appears to be no significant RSSI penalty for changing from a handheld device to a waist-worn equivalent, with waist-worn slightly more favorable when the patient is lying down and handheld more favorable when sitting up. Handheld and sitting seem to offer the best RSSI values, however, such as the nature of UWB signals that due to the potential for multipath propagation in such an environment as a hospital ward there is a strong chance that a useful signal strength will be attained in any of the scenarios making it a good choice of IoT solution in such settings [34]. This gives a level of confidence that such an UWB IoT link would be generally robust for patients in varying postures, as well as nodes positioned either on the clinician or realized in handheld formats.

Each of the RSSI scenarios were best modelled by a lognormal distribution which reflects results from [35] which presented RSSI results from an ambulatory patient with an UWB link to a fixed wall-mounted base station, [36]
who investigated UWB off-body links in open apartment environments, [37] studying path loss from UWB worn radios to ceiling-mounted gateways in a lab, and [38] who measured UWB off-body links in a large classroom.

2) Mean Excess Delay ($t_{\text{mean}}$)

The CDFs for $t_{\text{mean}}$ are presented in Fig. 7(a-d) with comparisons as per the figure caption. Study of the CDF profiles for $t_{\text{mean}}$ values reveal that the waist-worn clinician radio exhibits less mean delay than the handheld equivalent for a reclining patient (Fig. 7(a)), while Fig. 7(b) shows the waist-worn radio exhibits less mean delay than the handheld radio for a patient in the seated position. Furthermore Fig. 7(c) depicts a reclining patient scenario as having less mean signal delay compared to a sitting patient for a waist-mounted clinician node, and the same is seen for the reclining versus sitting arrangement for the clinician carrying a handheld device (Fig. 7(d)). In each test the difference in mean delay are generally small which highlights the general lack of reliance on the patient or clinician being in a required position to ensure quality IoT data transfer and suggests that such a system would duly offer predictable operation in a hospital ward over the full medical round visitation. When mean delay results were split into respective LOS and NLOS divisions the NLOS has greater $t_{\text{mean}}$ values than the LOS which is to be expected due to the geometry; however the difference is not particularly large at between 10-13ns for the various permutations of transmitter and receiver location. This is a strong recommendation for the use of UWB as an enabling IoT technology in such environments as it is robust to body shadowing which would happen regularly as the clinician and patients move. Each of the mean excess delay scenarios were best modelled by a Weibull distribution which reflects results from [35] which studied a hospital with a roaming UWB node but a fixed wall-mounted base station.

3) RMS Delay Spread ($t_{\text{RMS}}$)

Study of the CDF profiles for $t_{\text{RMS}}$ values reveal a similar pattern to CDF profiles for $t_{\text{mean}}$ values with the waist-worn clinician radio exhibiting less RMS delay spread than the handheld equivalent for a reclining patient (Fig. 8(a)), the waist-worn radio exhibiting RMS delay spread than the handheld radio for a patient in the seated position (Fig. 8(b)), the reclining patient scenario as having less RMS delay spread compared to a sitting patient for a waist-mounted clinician node (Fig. 8(c)), and the reclining patient scenario as having less RMS delay spread compared to a sitting patient for a clinician carrying a handheld device (Fig. 8(d)). As for mean delay, the RMS delay spread differences are generally small which reaffirms the supposition of such an UWB IoT system offering robust operation in a hospital ward. Moreover, these values are in

Fig. 8. CDF for RMS Delay Spread ($t_{\text{RMS}}$). (a). Waist-mounted vs. handheld clinician node for a reclining patient, (b). Waist-mounted vs. handheld clinician node for a seated patient, (c). Patient lying vs. patient sitting for a waist-mounted clinician node, (d). Patient lying vs. patient sitting for a handheld clinician node
keeping with RMS delay spread values for similarly sized environments with fixed base stations revealing that the body-to-body aspect of such an IoT medical link arrangement makes no greater impact on the likelihood of inter-symbol interference (ISI) which is recognized as having a detrimental effect on maximum achievable data rates [39]. Each of the tRMS CDFs were best modelled by a Weibull distribution, as per [35].

B. Further Observations

In the hospital environment there was additional fading observed when the clinician’s body is blocking the signal (NLOS) compared with a direct ray condition (LOS). This was determined to be an additional loss of 7.6 dB for handheld and 6.9 dB for waist worn when the patient was sitting, and 7.1 dB for handheld and 6.6 dB for waist worn with the patient reclined. The additional body shadowing losses were less for the reclined compared to the sitting position. The time dispersal measurements supported this with an average increase in mean delay of 3.5ns and 2.1ns in RMS delay spread for NLOS compared to LOS scenarios.

With regards to the small scale fading it was observed that regular rapid RSSI fluctuations in the region of 5dB occurred as the clinician moved around the ward. The depths of the small scale fades did not depend notably on whether the transmitter was handheld of waist worn or whether the patient was seated or reclined.

The channel gain of the system was affected with the Tx-Rx antenna orientations. Additional testing (conducted in the environment at 3 m patient-clinician separation) confirmed that when both antennas were effectively side facing compared with face-on there was an additional loss of 10.2 dB for handheld and 8.4 dB for waist worn when the patient was sitting and 9.9 dB for handheld and 9.3 dB for waist worn with the patient reclined.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented empirical measurement results from a campaign to characterize and mathematically model the radio channel for a medical UWB Internet of Things link for a patient and a roaming clinician within a contemporary hospital. Patient orientation effects on the received signal strength, mean excess delay, and RMS delay spread values were investigated for a clinician conducting routine ward rounds. The results of each recommend the use of UWB as an enabling IoT technology in hospital environments with body worn systems and would be generally robust for patients in varying postures, as well as nodes positioned upon the clinician or embedded into handheld formats. The authors believe this work to be a valuable contribution to understanding how the Internet of Things technology of UWB will perform in the hospitals of the future for wearable smart devices and expect this publication to generate considerable interest and discussion.
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